
開蒙要訓 
-Note in manuscript red 頓號 every 4 characters; pronunciation aides written to the side of 
character in smaller script (but seems like same hand) 
-outlined indicates different character in 2578 that I can’t reproduce 
-shading indicates missing due to damage 
-red smaller type characters are paratextual characters indicating sound 
 
1. 乾坤覆載，日月光明。meing-3a 廣韻 186 
 
Heaven and Earth cover and bear; the sun and moon shine bright. 
 
2. 四時來往，八節相迎。ngeing-3a 187 
 
The four seasons come and go; the eight calendric points welcome each other. 
 
3. 春花開艷，夏葉舒書榮。ghweing-3a 186 
 
Spring flowers open their beauty; summer leaves spread out their abundance.  
 
4. 藂林秋落，松竹冬青。tsheing-4 193 
 
Woodland groves in autumn drop [their leaves]; pine and bamboo in winter are green. 
 
5. 霧武露路霜雪，雲雨陰晴情。dzeing-3b 190 
 
Fog and dew, frost and snow; clouds and rain, shadow and clear sky. 
 
6. 晦悔暮昏暗，曉暝明霞遐生。sreing-2a 187 
 
Evening and sunset, dusky and dark; at dawn and dusk rosy clouds appear. 
 
7. 雷雹覢閃電殿，霹靂力震鎮驚。keing-3a 186 
 
In thunder and hail, sudden lightning; thunder claps quake and shock. 
 
8. 冰寒凍冷，暖熱溫清。tsheing-3b 190 
 
Ice, cold, freeze, and chill; warmth, heat, tepid, chill. 
 
9. 五岳嵩松華，霍郝泰太恒名。meing-3b 192 
 
The Five Cardinal Peaks: Sōng, Huá, Huò, Tài, and Héng, they are named 
 
10. 江河淮濟，海納吞并。peing-3b 192 
 



The Yangtze, Yellow, Huái, and Jǐ; the sea receives them and swallows them together. 
 
11. 湍波漂浪，沈溺歷渦過浤橫。ghweing-2b 188 
Rapids, waves, float, billow; sink, submerge, swirling, surging. 
 
12. 舡㳂艘艦監艇  ，浮汎流停。deing-4 194 
Boats, ships, galleys, and skiffs; float, drift, glide, and stop. 
 
13. 君王有道，恩惠弘廓。khwak-1 509 
Rulers and kings have the Way; their grace and favor is broad and extensive. 
 
14. 万國歸投，兆民歡躍。yak-3 501 
The myriad realms pay allegiance; and the people leap with joy. 
 
15. 諂舀佞潜藏，姧姦邪憩慶惡。ak-1 507 
Obsequious, glib, concealed, hidden; scheming, malicious, hateful. 
 
16. 臣佐輔弼，匡翊亦勤恪。khak-1 506 
Ministers and administrators assist and aide; they rectify and support, are earnest and 
circumspect. 
 
17. 賞賚功勳，封賜祿爵雀。tsak-3 503 
Rewards and grants for achievement and merit; enfeoffments, bestowals, salary, and rank. 
 
18. 嚥鷰會嘉加賓，奏設妓樂。lak-1 505 
Feasts and gatherings, favored guests; presenting performers. 
 
19. 酣甘觴飲酒，勸酌酬酲程。dreing-3b 192 
Imbibing one’s fill, drinking ale; urging on the pouring, toasting each other. 
 
20. 諷誦吟詠永，吼喚蹤従撗。ghweing-2a 184 
Reciting and intoning; roaring and calling out, eloquent persuasions. 
 
21. 喧㗛歌儛武，鬧動音聲。syeing-3b 192 
Shrieking laughter, singing and dancing; cacophony of notes and tones. 
 
22. 琵琶鼓角，琴吟瑟虱簫逍箏争。tsreing-2b 190 
Pipas, drums, and horns; zithers, zitherns, syrinx, and cithers. 
  
23. 箜空篌侯篳必篥，筑竹磬慶笛笙生。sreing-2a 187 
Harps, reedwhistles; bamboo zithers, lithophones, fifes, mouth organs. 
 
24. 孝敬父母，丞順弟兄。hweing-3a 186 
Filial respect towards parents; deference towards brothers. 



 
25. 翁公婆曾祖，嫂侄孫嬰英。eing-3b 191 
Grandfather, grandmother, great grandfather; sister-in-law, nephew, grandson, infant. 
 
26. 伯叔姉子妹，姑古姨餘舅舊甥生。sreing-2a 187 
Paternal uncles, sisters; paternal and maternal aunts, maternal uncle, cousin. 
 
27. 婚姻因娉聘嫁，夫婦媒成。 dzyeing-3b 191 (聘 for pronunciation has 身 radical on left) 
Marriage, betrothals, marrying out; husband and wife, the matchmaking accomplished. 
 
28. 油燈登蠟燭，炬巨照輝盈。yeing-3b 190 
Oil lamps and candles; torches shine, radiance full. 
 
29. 貧賤富貴，奴婢使令。leing-3b 192 
Poor and base, wealthy and noble; slaves and servants. 
 
30. 牞討勦巢壯健，運輦提亭擎。geing-3a 187 
Ox-like strength, exhaustion, hearty and hale; transporting and lifting. 
 
31. 孤惸瓊鰥閞寡，老弱衰儜。neing-2b 189 
Orphans, only children, widowers, and widows; elderly, weak, decrepit, wearied. 
 
32. 睡遂眠綿寢侵寐美，憒會悶煩情。 dzeing-3b 190 
Sleepy, doze, lie down, sleep; disconcerted, melancholy, vexation, mood. 
 
33. 帷帳長床蹋，氈褥辱威儀。ngi-3bx 45 
Curtains, canopies, beds, couches (reading 榻 for 蹋); felt mats for ritual protocol. 
 
34. 屏平風倚意障長，幔幕莫懸垂。dzywi-3b 42 
Screens and woven partitions; tapestries hanging. 
 
35. 氍鬼(毛+巟)師毾荅㲪等，盂為闐殿須彌。mi-3by 48 
Woven mats, fine wool rugs; from Khotan and Mt. Sumeru 
 
 


